Evidence suggests that egg intake may be implicated in the aetiology of sex hormone-related cancers. However, dose-response relationships between egg intake and such cancers are unclear. Thus, we conducted a dose -response meta-analysis to summarise the dose -response relationships between egg consumption and the risk of breast, prostate and gynaecological cancers. A literature search was performed using PubMed and Embase up to April 2015 to identify relevant prospective observational studies. Summary relative risk (RR) and 95 % CI were estimated using a random-effects model. For breast cancer, the linear dose -response meta-analysis found a non-significantly increased risk (RR for an increase of 5 eggs consumed/week: 1·05, 95 % CI 0·99, 1·11, n 16 023 cases). Evidence for non-linearity was not statistically significant (P non-linearity ¼ 0·50, n 15 415 cases) but consuming $ 5 eggs/week was significantly associated with an increased risk of breast cancer compared with no egg consumption, with the summary RR being 1·04 (95 % CI 1·01, 1·07) for consuming 5 eggs/week and 1·09 (95 % CI 1·03, 1·15) for consuming about 9 eggs/week. For other cancers investigated, the summary RR for an increase of 5 eggs consumed/week was 1·09 (95 % CI 0·96, 1·24, n 2636 cases) for ovarian cancer; 1·47 (95 % CI 1·01, 2·14, n 609 cases) for fatal prostate cancer, with evidence of small-study effects (P Egger ¼ 0·04). No evidence was found for an association with the risk of total prostate cancer. While our conclusion was tempered by the potential for publication bias and confounding, high egg intake may be associated with a modestly elevated risk of breast cancer, and a positive association between egg intake and ovarian and fatal prostate cancers cannot be ruled out.
Eggs are frequently consumed worldwide, with an estimated number of eggs consumed per person over a year ranging from a low of forty-seven in India to a high of 349 in China in 2007 (interestingly, 250 in the USA and 178 in the UK) (1) .
Eggs are low in saturated fat and have a high nutritional value supplying high-quality protein, mono-and polyunsaturated fats, vitamins (A, B and D) and minerals (e.g. Fe) (2) . However, their high contents of cholesterol (186 mg per 50 g egg (2) v. 300 mg reference daily intake (3) ) and choline (126 mg per 50 g egg (2) v. 425-550 mg/d of adequate intake for women and men aged $ 19 years (4) ) lend biological plausibility to a possible role of egg consumption in the aetiology of sex hormone-related cancers, especially for those whose circulating levels of cholesterol and choline are sensitive to dietary intake of the nutrients. Cholesterol serves as a precursor for the biosynthesis of sex hormones such as androgens and oestrogens (5) that promote cell proliferation, thereby contributing to carcinogenesis of breast, prostate and gynaecological cancers (6 -8) .
Evidence also suggests that 27-hydroxycholesterol, a primary metabolite of cholesterol, acts as an oestrogen receptor agonist in breast cancer cells, mimicking the effects of oestrogen (9, 10) . Choline has been particularly implicated in the proliferation and progression of prostate cancer through its role in cell membrane synthesis and function (11) , although choline, as a methyl donor, has been suggested to be inversely associated with the risk of breast cancer (12) . Furthermore, given that a 50 g egg contains only 78 calories (2) , eggs provide a considerable amount of protein per energy content (6 g per 78 calories (2) v. 50 g reference daily intake (3) ). High protein intake, particularly high-quality proteins (13, 14) , increases the production of insulin-like growth factor 1 that promotes tissue growth and tumour progression (13, 15, 16) . Lastly, chlorine that is used to wash eggs before commercial sale may enter eggs through the pores in the shells and interact with eggs' organic substances, converting to potentially carcinogenic organochlorines. Organochlorines disrupt oestrogen-related pathways, thereby implicated in the pathogenesis of gynaecological cancers and, particularly, breast cancer (17) . Indeed, several meta-analyses of observational studies have assessed the potential harm of egg intake on such cancers and found a positive association with the risk of breast (18) and ovarian (19) cancers, suggested some association with an increased risk of endometrial (20) and fatal prostate (21) cancers, but found no association with the risk of total prostate cancer (21) . However, given that the distribution of egg intake differs across studies, previous meta-analyses (19 -21) that pooled RR comparing the highest with the lowest category of egg intake have limited interpretability in terms of the dose-response relationship.
To better guide dietary recommendations for egg intake, it remains to be answered whether the risk of cancer increases with each additional egg intake, or whether there is a range of egg intake that does not elevate the risk of cancer. While the meta-analysis on breast cancer (18) has addressed the aforementioned problem by pooling RR separately for a distinctive range of egg intake (e.g. 1 -, 2 v. , 1, 2-5 v. ,1, . 5 v. ,1 egg/week), it included case -control studies with a high potential for recall and selection bias to distort the true diet-cancer relationship. The World Cancer Research Fund/American Institute for Cancer Research (WRCF/AICR) Expert Panel assessed the dose-response relationships between egg intake and cancers of the ovary (22) and prostate (23) using prospective studies published up to December 2012 and April 2013, respectively, but the evidence for an association was evaluated as 'limited -no conclusion'. More studies may have been published since then and updating analyses incorporating them will help better evaluate the evidence. Therefore, based on prospective observational studies, we conducted a dose -response meta-analysis to quantify the amount of egg intake associated with an increase in the risk of breast, prostate and gynaecological cancers, and to identify the shape of doseresponse relationships.
Methods
For the design, analysis and reporting of the present study, standard guidelines for the meta-analysis of prospective observational studies were followed (24) . Literature search, study selection and data extraction were performed independently by three authors (D. H. L., H. L. and N. M.). Inconsistency between the researchers was resolved through discussion.
Literature search
PubMed and Embase databases were searched for studies published up to April 2015. Detailed search terms are provided in online Supplementary Table S1 . The language was limited to English and no other restrictions were imposed. Abstracts and unpublished results were not included. The reference lists of selected reviews and meta-analyses, and all the articles included in the present study were also reviewed for additional studies.
Study selection
Studies were selected if they were a prospective observational study (i.e. a cohort study analysed with nested case -control, case -cohort or prospective cohort approaches) or a pooled study analysed prospectively on the relationship between egg intake and incidence of breast, prostate and gynaecological cancers. A pooled study was considered for inclusion because not all cohort studies included in a pooled study published the results independently. Retrospective case-control studies were excluded to minimise the impact of recall bias and selection bias. Of note, prostate cancer is a highly heterogeneous disease and overdetection of indolent prostate cancer often dilutes the exposure and outcome relationship in epidemiological studies. Therefore, we also included studies reporting on fatal prostate cancer in order to examine the effect of egg intake on aggressive prostate cancer separately.
For the dose -response meta-analysis, studies were selected if they provided the following information: a quantitative measure (e.g. g/d or week, numbers/d or week, servings/d or week) of egg intake for at least three categories with the estimates of relative risks (RR) (rate ratio or hazard ratio), 95 % CI, category-specific or total number of cases, and category-specific or total number of either non-cases or person-years. When studies did not provide the aforementioned information but directly reported RR and 95 % CI for the linear effect of egg intake, they were included in the linear dose-response meta-analysis. Authors of two studies (25, 26) were contacted to obtain data on categoryspecific number of person-years or cases, and they provided the requested information.
Data extraction
From each study, the following information was extracted: the most fully adjusted RR and corresponding 95 % CI in each category of egg intake; category-specific range of egg intake; unit of egg intake; category-specific or total number of cases; category-specific or total number of person-years or non-cases; first author's name; publication year; study design; study period; characteristics of the study population (cohort name, country, sex and age at enrolment); dietary assessment method (type and whether validated or not); adjustment variables.
Statistical analysis
The dose -response meta-analysis consists of two parts: linear analysis and non-linear analysis. For the linear dose-response meta-analysis, assuming a linear relationship between egg intake and the risk of cancers, the method described by Greenland & Longnecker (27) was used to calculate studyspecific RR (linear slopes) and 95 % CI from the correlated RR and 95 % CI extracted across the categories of egg intake.
To estimate study-specific linear trends, several approximations were made: the midpoint of egg intake in each category was assigned to the corresponding RR; the width of the open-ended highest category was assumed to be the same as that of the adjacent interval; when the distributions of person-years or non-cases were not provided but analysed based on quantiles, they were equally divided across the quantiles. Egg intake reported in servings or g/d or week was converted to number of eggs/week, by assuming the weight of one egg as 50 g (equivalent to one large egg) and the portion size of one serving as one egg. Then, the estimated study-specific RR and variance were pooled using the DerSimonian -Laird random-effects model to calculate the summary RR and 95 % CI. Forest plots of the linear doseresponse meta-analysis are presented for RR for an increase of 5 eggs consumed/week. To explore the potential non-linear relationship between egg intake and the risk of cancers, the non-linear doseresponse meta-analysis was performed based on the restricted cubic spline approach (28, 29) . For each study, cubic splines were modelled with three knots fixed at percentiles (10, 50 and 90 %) of the whole distribution of egg intake contributed by all the included studies, accounting for correlation across the category-specific RR and 95 % CI within each study (28) . The reference was set to 0 eggs/d, the lowest value of the reported egg intake. Then, the derived curves were combined using the multivariate DerSimonian -Laird random-effects meta-analysis (30) . The P value for non-linearity was obtained from the test of the null hypothesis that the regression coefficient of the second spline transformation was equal to zero. Of note, the cubic spline approach requires that studies analyse egg intake in more than three categories. To allow adequate information for the robust estimation of the curve, this non-linear meta-analysis was applied when five or more cohort studies contributed data to the non-linear doseresponse meta-analysis.
Heterogeneity in the relationship between egg intake and the risk of cancers across the studies was assessed by Cochran's Q test (31) , and quantified by the percentage of total variation across the studies that is attributable to between-study heterogeneity (I 2 ) (32) . No subgroup analyses and meta-regression were conducted due to the small number of studies included and upon observing no evidence of heterogeneity in most of the analyses. The potential for small-study effects (33, 34) , such as publication bias, was assessed visually using the funnel plot and statistically using Egger's test (35) , knowing that the statistical power is limited when the number of studies included is small. To explore the robustness of the results, diverse sensitivity analyses were performed such as assuming one serving size of egg intake as two eggs for studies that did not report or did not specify the serving size of egg intake on FFQ and assessing the influence of individual studies on the pooled estimate by excluding each study in turn. For statistical significance, twosided a was set at 0·05. All statistical analyses were conducted using STATA 12 (StataCorp).
Results
The results of the literature search and study selection are summarised in Fig. 1 . Of the 7378 publications screened, a total of eighteen (25,26,36 -51) were included in the present doseresponse meta-analysis. For gynaecological cancers, no studies met the inclusion criteria, except for ovarian cancer. Thus, the present dose -response meta-analysis examined three cancer sites (breast, ovary and prostate) in relation to egg intake. The characteristics of the eighteen studies are summarised in online Supplementary Table S2 . Of the eighteen publications, six were on breast cancer, of which one was a pooled study. Among the breast cancer studies, the pooled study was conducted in North America and Europe, two in the USA, two in Europe and one in Asia; one study was restricted to pre-menopausal women, while the rest included both pre-menopausal and postmenopausal women. Of the eighteen publications, two were on ovarian cancer, of which one was a pooled study. Among the ovarian cancer studies, the pooled study was conducted in North America and Europe and one in Europe; all studies included a mixed population of pre-menopausal and postmenopausal women. Of the eighteen publications, ten were on prostate cancer, of which six were on total prostate cancer and four on fatal prostate cancer. Among the prostate cancer studies, six were conducted in the USA, two in Europe and two in Asia. While all studies on breast and ovarian cancers were adjusted for multiple potential confounders, three studies on prostate cancer were adjusted for age only.
Breast cancer
In the linear dose -response meta-analysis, five cohort studies (36 -40) and one pooled study (26) of five cohort studies were included, involving a total of 16 023 cases with categoryspecific midpoints of egg consumption ranging from 0 to 8·8 eggs/week. The summary RR for an increase of 5 eggs consumed/week was 1·05 (95 % CI 0·99, 1·11), with no evidence of heterogeneity (I 2 ¼ 0 %, P heterogeneity ¼ 0·93) (Fig. 2(a) ). The results did not change materially when the serving size of egg intake was set to two eggs rather than one egg for studies (37 -39) that did not report or specify the serving size of egg intake on FFQ (data not shown). In sensitivity analyses excluding one study at a time, the results were robust to the influence of any single study included. Small-study effects, such as publication bias, were not evident (P Egger ¼ 0·62). The non-linear dose -response meta-analysis was conducted after excluding two studies (38, 39) that analysed egg intake in three categories only (15 415 cases; range 0-8·8 eggs/week). While there was no evidence of non-linearity (P non-linearity ¼ 0·50; Fig. 2(b) ), intakes of $ 5 eggs/week were significantly associated with an increased risk of breast cancer. Compared with no egg consumption, the summary RR was 1·04 (95 % CI 1·01, 1·07) for consuming 5 eggs/week and further increased to 1·09 (95 % CI 1·03, 1·15) for consuming about 9 eggs/week. In sensitivity analyses such as assuming one serving size of egg consumption as two eggs for the study by Gaard et al. (37) and excluding the study (37) , the results were found to be consistent, with the risk increasing significantly by 4 % starting from intake of 5 eggs/week (data not shown).
Ovarian cancer
In the linear dose -response meta-analysis, a pooled study (41) of eleven cohort studies and one independent cohort studies (42) (2636 cases; range of median egg intake of cohorts in the pooled analysis 0·8-3 eggs/week; category-specific midpoints of egg intake in one independent study 0·5-2·5 eggs/week) were included. An increase of 5 eggs consumed/ week was associated with an approximately 9 % increased risk of ovarian cancer, but the association was not statistically significant (RR 1·09, 95 % CI 0·96, 1·24; I 2 ¼ 3 %; P heterogeneity ¼ 0·31) (Fig. 3) . Due to a dominant influence the pooled study exerts on the summary estimate and limited number of studies included, small study effects, such as publication bias, and potential non-linear relationship were not tested.
Prostate cancer
A total of ten studies (25,43 -51) were eligible for the doseresponse meta-analysis, of which six studies (43,44,47 -49,51) investigated total prostate cancer (3655 cases; range 0·5 -7 eggs/d) and the remaining four studies (25, 45, 46, 50) examined fatal prostate cancer (609 cases; range 0·3-6·8 eggs/d).
For total prostate cancer, there was no evidence of a linear association (RR 1·00, 95 % CI 0·88, 1·14, I
2 ¼ 0 %, P heterogeneity ¼ 0·69; Fig. 4) . In sensitivity analyses such as assigning two eggs to each frequency of egg consumption for studies (44, 47, 49) that needed the serving size assumption and omitting one study at a time, the results did not change materially. Small-study effects, such as publication bias, were not evident (P Egger ¼ 0·72).
In contrast, for fatal prostate cancer, an increase of 5 eggs consumed/week was associated with an approximately 47 % elevated risk (RR 1·47, 95 % CI 1·01, 2·14, I
2 ¼ 40 %, P heterogeneity ¼ 0·17; Fig. 4) . When the serving size of egg consumptions was changed from one egg to two eggs for studies (45, 46, 50) that needed such assumption, the effect size was attenuated (RR 1·23, 95 % CI 0·97, 1·55, I 2 ¼ 70 %, P heterogeneity ¼ 0·08). In sensitivity analyses omitting one study at a time, a direct linear association persisted across each exclusion, but statistical significance was lost in all cases except for the exclusion of the study by Hsing et al. (45) . Evidence of small-study effects, such as publication bias, was evident (P Egger ¼ 0·04), with relatively smaller studies reporting a stronger linear association (Fig. 5) .
The non-linear dose-response relationship was not explored due to the insufficient number of studies eligible for the robust estimation of the curve, which was specified a priori in the Methods section.
Discussion
Eggs have high contents of cholesterol and choline, and provide relatively high amounts of protein per energy content, all of which may link egg consumption to the risk of breast, ovarian and prostate cancers. However, most of the previous studies on such cancers have not investigated egg consumption as the primary exposure of interest, limiting a rigorous evaluation of the hypothesised associations. In the present linear dose-response meta-analysis of prospective observational studies, we found a statistically non-significant positive association with breast and ovarian cancers and a possible positive association with fatal prostate cancer, with an increase of 5 eggs consumed/week elevating the risk by 5, 9 and 47 %, respectively. For total prostate cancer, no evidence of a linear association was found. In the case of breast cancer for which the non-linear dose-response meta-analysis was conducted, while evidence of non-linearity was not statistically significant, the curve showed an upward tendency, with women consuming $ 5 eggs/week having a statistically significant but modestly elevated risk compared with non-consumers.
To date, one meta-analysis (18) and one pooled study (26) have been conducted to assess the relationship between egg intake and the risk of breast cancer. While findings from the Number of eggs consumed per week Overall (I 2 =0·0%, P=0·927)
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Schulz (42) two different methods of analysis are conflicting, the present study may provide some clues to reconcile such inconsistency. The pooled analysis (26) of five cohort studies suggested a J-shape association, with the risk decreasing for ,0 to ,2 eggs consumed/week (RR 0·93, 95 % CI 0·82, 1·05) but increasing for .7 eggs consumed/week (RR 1·07, 95 % CI 0·90, 1·28) compared with no egg consumption. However, the metaanalysis (18) that included the pooled study, cohort studies and case -control studies did not confirm the J-shape association and reported an increased risk only in the intake categories of 2 -5 eggs/week relative to ,1 egg/week. Although evidence for non-linearity was not statistically significant, the present study based on the pooled study and cohort studies found some upward tendency towards the dose -response curve, with the risk elevating statistically significantly for consuming $5 eggs/week relative to 0 eggs/week, which is more consistent with the results obtained from the pooled analysis. Based on more than twice as many cases as the pooling project and with more data over the range of 3 -6 eggs consumed/week contributed by the additional cohort studies, our analysis had richer information to examine the dose-response relationship. Inconsistency with the previous meta-analysis may be partially explained by its inclusion of case-control studies that are more prone to recall and selection biases and by its failure to account for correlation across the RR within the same study (e.g. two RR from the same study were pooled together with RR from other studies using a random-effects model). For ovarian cancer, while no new study was identified to update the previous dose-response meta-analysis by the WRCF/AICR (52) , our analysis based on different inclusion criteria concerning the pooled analysis (41) may contribute to raising the level of evidence for a positive association from the current 'limited -no conclusion' to 'limited -suggestive'. Of the eleven cohort studies included in the pooled analysis, four (53 -56) published the results separately. Unlike our analysis that included the pooled study (41) itself, the analysis conducted by the WRCF/AICR included these four studies (53 -56) . As eggs are a source of protein and fat, the relationship between egg intake and the risk of ovarian cancer has been investigated primarily in the context of examining the effect of either protein or fat intake on the risk of ovarian cancer. Thus, studies with a null finding would have been less likely to be published, which is a major source of publication bias in meta-analysis. Indeed, two (53, 54) of the four studies (53 -56) published independently from the pooled study (41) reported a statistically significant, strong association. Additionally, as a pooled study combines data from the participating cohorts in a standardised manner, inclusion of pooled studies in meta-analyses helps reduce artificial heterogeneity arising from methodological differences across studies. The RR reported by the WRCF/AICR, after converting to the RR for an increase of 5 eggs consumed/ week, was 1·30 (95 % CI 0·93, 1·82, I 2 ¼ 46 %), which is stronger in the strength of association but less precise and more heterogeneous compared with our findings (RR 1·09, 95 % CI 0·96, 1·24; I 2 ¼ 3 %).
Concerning prostate cancer, due to the lack of additional studies published, our findings are virtually identical to those reported by the WRCF/AICR (57) , suggesting that egg intake may have no effect on total prostate cancer but possibly increase the risk of fatal prostate cancer. While the evidence of small-study effects and the lack of comprehensive adjustment for potential confounders in the studies included warrant cautious interpretation, the observed positive association between egg intake and the risk of fatal prostate cancer is biologically plausible because cholesterol and, particularly, choline have been implicated in prostate cancer progression. In addition to serving as a precursor to androgens that promote prostate cancer growth, cholesterol is an essential component of animal cell membranes (5) . Thus, a large amount of cholesterol is required for malignant cells to support their rapid growth and proliferation (58) . In prostate cells, cholesterol accumulates as the cells transform to malignant tumours (59) . The use of a cholesterol-lowering drug, statins, was statistically significantly associated with an approximately 20 % reduced risk of Allen (43) , 2008 Allen (44) , 2004 Schuurman (48) , 1999
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Iso (46) , 2007 Snowdon (50) , 1984 Richman (25) advanced prostate cancer (60) . Similarly, choline, through its conversion to a phospholipid by choline kinase, plays an important role in cell membrane synthesis and function, thereby implicated in cancer proliferation and progression (11) . Malignant prostate cells overexpress choline transporter and kinase for increased choline uptake and metabolism (11, 61) , and choline is more highly concentrated in malignant than in normal prostate cells (62) . Considering that choline is an essential nutrient that must be consumed through diet and that eggs are a major contributor to choline intake (63) , contribution of choline appears to be particularly important in linking egg intake and the risk of fatal prostate cancer.
The present meta-analysis has several limitations. First, measurement error in egg intake is of particular concern. Given the growing consumption of eggs globally (1) , participants may have changed their egg consumption over time. However, most of the included studies with a long-term follow-up based their analysis on baseline egg intake only. Additional measurement errors were introduced during the dose-response meta-analysis due to inevitable assumptions such as assigning one egg to each serving of egg intake for studies that did not report or specify the serving size of egg intake on FFQ; using the midpoint of egg intake in each category as the dose for corresponding RR; and approximating the width of the open-ended highest category from the adjacent interval. Such inevitable measurement errors from diverse sources could bias the results in either direction, but are generally anticipated to attenuate the true effect (64) , particularly since the dietary information was collected before the participants' knowledge of case status. The concern is further alleviated, given the consistency in the present results regardless of the number of eggs (one or two) assigned assigned to each serving of egg intake for some studies that needed the serving size assumption.
Second, while the proportion of eggs consumed as a component of recipes rather than in-shell is increasing, especially in developed countries (1) , most of the included studies analysed only egg consumed as such, underestimating the true egg intake. Thus, our linear dose -response meta-analysis may have overestimated the true association and, particularly for breast cancer for which a non-linear relationship was explored, the cut-off point from which a statistically significantly elevated risk starts may occur at a total intake $5 eggs/week. However, as egg consumed as such is likely to be the major determinant of the variation in total egg intake, quantifying cancer risk based on egg consumption as such still provides useful information.
Third, most of the studies included did not adjust for dietary factors. While not many dietary factors are established risk factors for the cancers examined, people eat a food item not in isolation but in combination with other foods. Thus, as a potential explanation for the statistically significant associations observed between egg intake and the risk of breast and fatal prostate cancers, confounding by foods (e.g. red meat) correlated with egg intake cannot be ruled out completely.
Finally, while there was no evidence of statistical heterogeneity in summary RR for breast, ovarian and total prostate cancers, we were not able to explore some important biological heterogeneity due to a lack of data. For instance, it has been reported that the association of egg intake and the risk of breast cancer is stronger among pre-menopausal women than among postmenopausal women (65) , and that egg intake is specifically associated with the risk of breast cancer with positive oestrogen and progesterone receptors (66) . Furthermore, in light of the evidence that an increment in serum cholesterol for a given dietary cholesterol intake diminishes with increasing baseline dietary cholesterol intake (67) and that diabetic people are more responsive to dietary cholesterol intake (68) , if cholesterol is the main mediator of the relationship between egg intake and the risk of cancers, the association might be stronger in populations with otherwise low dietary cholesterol intake or in diabetic patients.
However, there are also several strengths of the present meta-analysis. To date, this is the first meta-analysis that attempted to summarise the dose -response relationships of egg intake with breast, prostate and gynaecological cancers. As we excluded case-control studies, our findings are more robust against recall bias and selection bias. Low heterogeneity observed in most of the analyses increases the generalisability of our findings. By preferentially incorporating pooled studies where possible, our estimates had more precision, less unwanted heterogeneity, and more immunity against publication bias than those that would have been obtained by incorporating selectively published studies from a few cohorts included in a pooled study. Finally, our dose-response metaanalysis for total prostate cancer included studies that were conducted in Europe and Asia, where the prostate-specific antigen screening rate is relatively low, and in the USA, before 1994, when only a minority of men were screened for prostate-specific antigen. Hence, total prostate cancer is likely to represent more of clinically significant prostate cancer rather than indolent prostate cancer.
In conclusion, consuming $5 eggs/week may be associated with an elevated risk of breast cancer compared with no egg consumption. The present study provides only limited evidence to support a direct linear association between egg intake and the risk of ovarian and fatal prostate cancers. While our conclusion is tempered by the potential for publication bias and confounding by other foods, we cannot rule out an association. Considering that eggs are frequently consumed worldwide, more prospective studies primarily investigating the effect of egg consumption on the risk of these cancers are warranted to confirm these associations.
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